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Dear Peter,

The chance to visit South
West Africa/ Namibia was unex-
pected, but an opportunity I
jumped at. I met an ex-National
Serviceman in a bar one evening
in October. He had spent almost
a year in Windhoek, with occasio
al trips to the border. He had
also just recovered from a bro-

lieutenant in the Army’s Windhoek
legal office.

In mid-November I started on
the 1600 kilometer trip from Jo-
hannesburg to Windheek. It was
the inaugural voyage in my Inst-
ithte vehicle, a Volkswagen Golf
(synonymous with Rabbit ). I had
chosen white for the color of the

ken back; the !- car because I
chai on hi s " imotorcycle had .. i / had been told it

-ii, -im kept the interior

him flying,ithoughthe
::II:I=I:I ..% ::::.............: ?:::=:::::=:=; i = with harsh sun-

,:.: ..: . ..--.
_

light, No such
might have been ....:% :. luck, The drive
one of the el- # " through the drought
ire motorcycle

: .............#: stricken veldt of
border patrol- South Africa and
men. It tu- SWA/Namibia was
ed out he had long, hot, and
so much time to !.Welcome to one of the S, war zones dusty. If the
kill during
his assignment there, that he had
done great quantities of dirt-
bike riding.

This fellow had a buddy up
in Windhoek, a law officer about
to finish his one year tour there
While this ex-serviceman made
many promises of assistance with
flights, tours, and accomodation-
all of which he subsequently
broke--he did indeed know a

color of the car helped keep it
cool I didn’t notice. I felt
poached.

Perhaps more seasoned travellers
have seen greater and lonlier
expanses of land, but if so I’d
like to know where. It was not
uncommon during that three day
drive to not pass another car
in either direction for an hour.

Even Zimbabwe’s often burned-
out stretch from Beitbridge to
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Henry Miller’s llteary namesake; Lunar Namibia

Victoria Falls, at least some
of it looked like a normally
healthy countryside just going
through a bad period. Some of
the land on the way to Windhoek
looked like the pictures of the
surface of the moon.

After leaving Mafing,
Bophuthatswana I drove all day
to Kuruman, a small town on
the edge of another of the
seven pieces of Bophuthatswana.
(Bophuthatwana is one of the
homelands that accepted indep-
endence frem South Africa. It
is landlocked and broken into
seperate unconnected parcels of
land. )

Kuruman s campground was
trimmed, mowed, and manicured
like a Japanese garden. The
toilets and showers were clean-
er than many hotels I’ve seen.
They were absolutely spotless
and after I stopped worrying
about washing my obviously
brown body in their whites-
only bathroom, i enjoyed it
thoroughly. However, as I was
stepping out of the shower two
Afrikaners walked in and began
brushing their teeth. They
wore th knee socks, polyester
shorts, and short sleeve shirts
of rural whites. When I greet-
ed them in halting Afrikaans
they stared at me with some
surprise, and responded quietly
"Goeienaand." Good Evening.
Even in such a short greeting
I think hey heard my foreign
ccent, and decided I was not
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a South African "Coloured," (the
majority of whom are Afrikaans
speaking). Note: To avoid these
sorts of encounters I would have
gladly stayed in the facilities
for nonwhites, were there any.

I slept well that night in
my Eddie Bauer Portable Motel,
and the next morning I drove
from Kuruman to Upington. It
was ess than two hour’s drive
fom Upington to the South West
African/Namibian border. Bec-
ause there was no border post
or customs between the Republic
of South Africa and South West
Africa/Namibia, I was able to
drive straight through to
Keetmanshoop. I camped once
again and by the following even-
ing I was in Windhoek, the
capitol.

I booked into the Safari
Motel, where some of the Western
Five. Contact Group stays when
in town. The Motel’s schlocky
plastic signs and everything-
under-one roof set-up (there
was the Sai Motel Petrol
Station, Caravan Park, Road-
house-fast food Steak House,
and Beer Gardenl, reminded me
of a slightly larger monstrosity
called "South of the Border"
in one of the Carolinas. I
later discovered the only
reason diplomats stay at the
Safari is because it is at the
edge of town, and security for
them is easier than downtown
at the high-rise Kalaari Sands.

I tried to locate the
army lieutenant with whom I was



to make contact, and discover-
ed he had gone away for the
weekend. So, my acquaintance
in Johannesburg had let me
down completely and had not
even contacted his friend
about my visi.t. Correction,
at least there was a South
African Defense Force Army
lieutenant who went by the
name I had been given. Fortun-
ately it would turn out to be
a good introduction after all.

hav upon people. For ex-
ample, this young lieutenant
addressed me as "Sir" even
though he was my own age and
I wore no uniform. Perhaps
that’s not quite correct.
He might have been impressed
or even envious of my "uniform"
the de rigeur worn khakis and
frayed button down shirt of
Eastern American Establishment
Preppies. However, I rather
doubted that and while I

Everpresent .town liquor stor Modular railworker housin

The following Monday I
caught up with the Army lieut-
enant, and even though he had
no idea who I was, he agreed
to meet me later that afternooz
at the military headquarters
compound.

When I arrived I felt some
apprehension, o perhaps
intimidation is a better word.
I was visiting the Namibian
headquarters for the South
African Defense Force, the
Army of an admittedly white
supremist government. As I
signed in, had my camera bag
searched, climbed the stairs
and entered the room full of
officers dressed in brown, I
suddenly felt very black.

Atall, soft spoken, shy
looking officer asked me
straight away, "what would you
like in your coffee, Sir?"

It is strange’ the effect
a uniform or lack thereof can

might have rationalized lhat
my clothes represented a
morally superior position to
his, I felt that in the
current situation his outfit
represented more clout. I
wondered when I should start
Saying "Sir" in return.

The dilemma was short
lived. Withinminutes the
jocular atmosphere created
by this group--as would be
created by any group of young,
well educated guys forced to
work together in one place--
soon outweighed all other things
and I was made to feel quite
at home. The lieutenant I
had come to see was not there
when I arrived, so I just took
a chair in the corner of the
room. There washroom for only
two desks and half a dozen
extra chairs. Even in the
limited space, a law officer
was condu0in an interview.
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The first
lieuten-
ant was
taking
the stat
-ment of
a young,
extremely
tanned,
and rug-
ged look-
ing sec-
ond lieu-
tenant.
The sec- Dust doght stricken veldt of SWA

down the
marijuana
statement.
I’ll call
them Michael
and Jim,
respectively.

They all
nodded with
interest as I
explained my
fellowship
to them. It
crsated a
better atmos

ond lieutenant had been involv- phere once they knew more about what
ed in an incident with mari-
juana. Everybody in the room
tried unsuccesfully not to
smile when the young lieutenant
said soberly "and we all tried
a sample of the substance...
once," and he couldn’t keep a
straight face either.

The lieutenant I wanted to
see finally showed up and turn-
ed out to be a real firebrand.
Within minutes of talking with
one another he let me know his
enthusiasm for my project and
disdain for what the South
African Defense Force was doin
in South West Africa/Namibia.

He thought in some ways it
was an army of occupation and
that it was illegal by most
standards of international
law. I was surprised by the
strength of his attack on the
military establishment. He
said, "dont be fooled by this
uniform. I in no way agree
with the policies of South
Africa, nor do I think what
the military is doing up here
is correct."

The next afternoon I re-
turned to the South African
Defense Force (SADF) headquart-
ers and met the liautenant
who I will call Rick. He in-
troduced me around and I met
the shy fellow who had brought
me coffee as well as the first
lieutenant who had been taking

I was doing. Rick had been open
with me, but I had had the chance
to tell him more than the others.
The day before everyone had just
acted as if I was giving a long
title to "reporter," and they
all had squirmed a bit. Now they
were eager to make sure I got a
good overview of the situation,
and Jim thought out loud of the
people he could arrange for me to
see.

Jim and ick took me into
another office that had a large
detailed map of SWA/Namibia on the
wall. They explained where the
operational areas were, and where
it was safe to travel.

Jim said, "it’s mostly a war of
mines."

"just like the U SI said,
tried 0 win the hearts and minds
of the Vietnamese."

"That too, Rick said. "But
Jim was talking about land-mins."

"They’ve got numbers up there
that’ll disintoegrate a Rover," Jim
said. "So, it becomes a back and
forth game. They plant them and
we try and find them."

"That’s what those bug-like
trucks are for?" I asked.

"They’re mine-resistent troop
" Jim eplained They’recarriers,

called ’Buff’s’ which is short for
buffel which is Afrikaans for
buffalo." They looked more like
Rhino’s to me. Anyway, Jim
eplained how all of the mine
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resistent vehicles have wedge to sustain in a mine"incident"--
shaped bodies to deflect the
blast of a mine. The parts
that carry the troops and the
part that carries the driver
are Only connected to the chas-
sis by wire cable. Inside, all
of the soldiers are strapped
in snugly with shoulder and
lap seatbelts. There are large
roll bars for the bigger por-
tion of the vehicle, and the
driver’s compartment is en-
Closed in steel plating and
bomb-proof glass. When one of
these hits a mine, the wheel
is meant to come right off.
Next off are the sections
oarrying the troops or driver,
with the cables meant to re
strain the cab or troop section

as the SADF officially calls
them.

Jim spoke of the "Buffels"
with pride. When Rick left for
a few minutes he told me in a
confidential tone, "to the
Permanent Force ("lifers") mem-
bers you aren’t a vet until you
have gone over a mine in a
’Buff.’" So, instead of sweep-
ing some roads for mines each
day, somebody will just ghost
it in a "Buff." "Ghosting"
turned out to be driving as
fast as possible down the road
until you either hit a mine or
could drive back and say the

road was clear.
"Why don’t you drive on

Windhoe.k is cosmopolitan with .a .stron rural German influenc
from flying too high. The rol
bar protects the men in the
back from the obvious risks of
landing upside down. The bomb
proof glass protects the driv-
er not only from the concus-
sion of a blast, but from the
intense heat of a mine explos-
ion. If everybody is strapped
in correctly, all loose things
are tied down, and all are
wearing their earplugs when
the "Buff" they are riding in
drives over a lan mine, they
can walk away with as little
as a headache. However, a
few broken ribs and a concus-
sion are more typical injuries

up there and see things for your-
self?" Jim suggested.

"In my Volkswagen?"
"Sure," said Jim. "They’ll

make you drive in a convoy if
it’s a really dangerous time or
place."

"He can’t drive up there,"
said Rick who had just returned.

"Yes he can," insisted Jim.
" said Rick"No he can’t,

"I don’t think I will," I
said. "But thanks, Jim."

That evening Michael and
Rick met me at the Safari Motel
to talk. Although the discussion
was very lively, neither of them
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spoke of more than their opin- ular case that I wasn’t sup-
ions, and it was most in-
structive for me to watch the
two of them interact. They
both were from the Durban area
were English speaking South
Africans, and had the same
educational background. Mi c-
hael had just begun his year
long stint in Windhoek. In
most of the things he said it
was obvious he felt obligated
not to criticize the military.

On the other hand Rick
wanted to make sure I got a
balanced picture of the mili-
tary situation in SWA/Namibia.
He thought the only inform
atlon I had about the war with
SWAPO was from South African
sources. He flt all of the
press was very biased in

posed to know about and which
was top secret..." he took a
sip of his drink and Michael
tensed. I could see the ap-
prehension on Michael’s face
as he must have wondered for
that moment whether or not the
Scotch had loosened Rick’s
tongue. I wasn’t sure if !
wanted to hear it either, a
least not with Michael around.

We need not have worried.
In the moment he paused to look
at us both, he picked up the
concern. He took another sip
of his drink and then told the
story like I’m telling you this
one, without any incriminating
details.

Rick had to leave after
an hour, but Michael nd I

Country..,

favor of South Africa, and
much of it was pure propaganda
So, he offered his criticisms
vehemently, and made no effort
to hide his enthusiasm for
having an American listener.
Occasionally, Michael looked
uncomfortable about what Rick
was saying, and at one point
he was actually alarmed.

I had asked them if they
thought the frustration of
anti-guerrilla warfare had
produced any side effects in
the boys when they returned.

Rick said, "for sure, for
sure. I know of one partic-

And urban Namibians

were going to watch a television
dooumentary about the war. We
walked from my room to the motel’s
loungaand took seats with an
audience that included a few
other South African white
soldiers. We were going to be
watching "On the Border" a two
part special about the war on
the border between SWA/Namibia
and Angola. It was produced by
the South African Broadcasting
Company, and written and directed
by South African war correspondent
A1 J. Venter. Judging by the
number of articles and photographs
by Venter in a South African
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mgazine called Scope, and an
Amer+/-can abomination called
Soldier of Fortune* (which
sells’ e’r’y wei’1 here,, he is
the only journalist allowed
free movement in the war zone*

The film was introduced as
a documentary, but soon after
it began it was apparent that
objectivity or any semblance
of balance had been left on
the cutting room floor. Journal
istic and even artistic integ-
rity also took a beating dur-
ing that hour.

Venter provided only three
interviews with combat s61diers
and they all were American vol-
unteers. As reasons for their
involvement they all offered
simplistic opinions on stop-.
ping Communism, and supporting
good causes like South Africa.
They appeared quite proud to
be in the South African Army,
and were so eager to express
themselves on camera it almost
looked staged. (Staged in this
case could have been South
Africans talking with American
accents. This is not an im-
probable suggestion consider-
ing the number of radio DJ’s
and locals who can put on a
convincing American accent.
Also, there was no proof offer-
ed that the men were or had
been American citizens, e.g.
U.S. passports, or photos from
their American military ser-
vice that they all claimed to
have done. )

The remainder of the film
included eplanations of the
tactics of the "Russian
supplied terrorists," and
melodramatic images of the

* A war magazine with stories
by and advertisements for merc-
enaries.
** I tried to follow the Angol
an border war from the States
for several years. There were
SWAPO flyers, Venter’s pieces,
and precious little else.even
remotel> objective.

South African boys protecting
"Die vaderland."

"I like the nature and the
fresh air," answered a white sol-
dier when asked what he felt about
being in the Permanent Force.
Venter himself supplied the
closing line, "As long as com-
munist imperialism fuels the
conflict of despair, there will
be war." I don’t think he intended
-his words to be taken this way,
but "conflict of despair" is a
very accurate description of just
what that war is all about. I
doubt many SWAP0 guerrillas chose
to take up arms because of the
joie de vivre of being black in
southern Afri ca.

Venter plagiarized scenes,
obvious camera angles, and even
the music used in Francis Ford
Coppola,s film about Vietnam,

"_Apocoly_ps.e Now." There was
footage of an "actual" attack
where the cameraman was only
a few feet behind a group of
soldiers who jumped out of a
helicopter and fired wildly at
the bushes. Some of the soldiers
watching the show laughed and
shook their heads.

The assistant manager of the
hotel was a former Rhodesian.
When he ;;..as a young soldier in
the hen Rhodesian Army, he told
me he had killed two guerrillas,
and Venter had flown in to
interview him. Apparently there
was some status to having a
confirmed enemy"kill" (as opposed
to when civilians were killed).
However, this man found Venter’s
attempt to glorify the event
repugnant. The former Rhodesian
also doubted the credibility of
Venter’s work, Citing and
eplaining how a number of much
publicized recent "combat"
photographs were clearly staged.
"That (television) footage is
rubbish," said the fellow, who
preferred not to be named. "And
what’s more, he was thrown out
of Rhodesia for being such a pain
in the neck to the i.rmy."
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Apparently, Venter is seen
as a military fanatic by some
soldiers and journalists.
Several of my SADF acquaint-
ances were disgusted by how
hevy-handed the propaganda
was in the film, and how
preposterous some of the scenes
were. Yet, they were close
to what was being reported on
and could point out inconsist-
encies and errors. When I
spoke to people back down in
the Republic ( South Africa
proper), they had found noth-
ing wrong with e film.

The line between journal-
ism and fiction can be extreme-
ly thin, however in this film,
its second part, and several
subsequent South African TV
productions the SABTV (South
African Broadcasting Televisio
Star+/-on) need never have wor-
ried about stepping over the
line. Their documentaries,
while often engaging and
entertaining, were never even
near the journalism side.

After the program I walked
part of the way back to he
Amy camp with Michael. It
seemed like he wanted to talk
some more. Fortunately the
circumstances were just right.

In South West Africa, even
near a town, there is something
almost tangible about the feel-
ing of spaciousness. Somehow,
even though there are lights
nearby, knowing there is more
open land out there than men
will ever figure out what to
do with is very liberating.

To the ast is the epans-
ive veldt of Hereroland 0os,
and then the thousands of
square miles of sparsely pop-
ulated Botswana. That’s a lot
of land, and knowing it makes
you fel’ like you are in some
kind of void. Or perhaps just
small and insignificant.

Michael wanted to balanm
some of Rick’s criticism of

in general. He eplained that
both he and Rick were from Durban,
a city some say still behaves like
a British colony. Michael’s
criticism of English South Africans
was that they are fence sitters.
They take pot shots at the govern-
ment and then don’t get seriously
involved when they could. They
talk about a ned to change the
system before things get out of
control, and then they still hol
British passports. I asked him
how being a lawyer, he could
defend the laws that allowed for
detention without trial, and the
virtual condong of political
intimidation. He hesitated a
bit, but answered that he thought
that with terrorists and threats
like that something had to be
done. He didn’t know if it was
right, but what were the altern-
atives?

We let the conversation end
there, shook hands and arranged
to meet again sometime later in
the week.

The net day I interviewed
one of the more colorful characters
of South West Africa/Namibia; Hans
Smith, publisher, editor, staff
writer and photographer for the
W+/-ndhoek Observer. This man is
unique not just for all the hats
he wears at the Observer, but
because he has managed to create
a weekly newspaper that in com-
parison with the rest of the South
African press, prints just about
anything it wants to.

The good aspects of the paper
are somewhat offset by its manner
of presenting the news. There are
two inch headlines every week
whether the news is of an alleged
Army massacre, or an ordinary but
public business deal. It is the
only publication in all of Shuth
Africa and SWA/Namib+/-a to be
allowed to publish the pictures
of bare breasted white women.

So, it has a photo of a nude
on the back page every week. It

the military, and South Africa
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als.o publishes all of the Its serious articles are
gossip and unethical or simply often somewhat garbled or in-
scandalous behaviour of local complete, but they are some of
politicians and influential the few published words I have

businessmen’; usually in thinly seen that directly criticize

veiled references to the man’s both the South West .African
position in the community. It’ political scene, and tlne lead-
exposes are in the form of ers of South Africa.
straight forward articles, I asked Mr. Smith how he

altered photo’s with facetious managed to publish a paper that

captions, and a column titled" is openly critical of the Pretoria
"TI PEPIN IAR(PINASE NOTE government, as well as flagrantly
THEY DO NOT SAY)THAT."

Below are two typical
selections from the column.

WINDHOEK

e A .certain South(THE PEOPLE HEAR

defies the Morality Act by
printing pictures of nude white
women. (Note: all of the photo
magazines in the republic have
to place stars over the nipples
of white women, but not of
blak women. The bserver doesn’t
use stars at all. He eplained that
there have been many covert at-
tempts to shut him down, which
have included attempts to
intimidate advertisers into
dropping their ads in the

(PLEASE NOTE THEY- African conglomeo
DONOTSAY) THAT: rate, which operates Observer, and attempts to keep

in SNA, and which him from obtaining bank loans.
Car A1!71T of the has, as its policythat When asked if he personally had

Territorial Traffic all-mOniestakeninat ever been threatened he refused to
Force moved upand the various branches comment.
down Valley Roadin have to be forwarded However, there are no overt
Eros on ThurSday to South Africa efforts by the South Africa Gov-
and it soon-became within hours, has ernment to ban him or shut downevident that the -asked its headquar: the paper. Smith explainedTraffic Inspectoz ters in Windhoek,

that because there has beenbehind the wheel was who tipped the
not inspecting Observer as to this continuous international attention
streets, roadsigns or practice; focuaed on Windhoek, the South
looking for-traffic A senior Civil Africans want to be able to point
offenders; he Was Servant had to stay to his paper as an example of the
after a different home for two days free press they allow in South
kettle of fish, and after consulting his West Africa/Namibia.
soon approaChed a doctor, because in a Smith and his Windhoek Observer
female, standing at moment of folly e manage to publish sensitive
the gate of one of the tried to kiss a young material the South African paperspremises; typist. Being a
He approached her netball player, never even refer to. It is

and the’ conversa- jerked up her knee surely the only paper here
tion, or should one and .landed him a that includes pieces critical
rather Say what the bl0w in the crotch; of the South African Defense
Inspector had to offer Mr Henry van Force. One never sees that down
would .make very Biljon, wel!known in the Republic. What was startl-
interesting copyfor Windhoek attorney, ing though, was his claim that
the Chief of the is in a position to for all of the eposes he prints
Department of retire at the age of about the SADF, he has written
Transport. 43 years on account only about ten percent of what
A fa s cin atin g of the Ds. Putter case he knows. If he included more

conversation took against the Wind- he said he would be out of businessplace in an offic hock Observer;
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for sure, regardlass of what Some white South African
the outside world thought, are so afraid of the "Total

In closing I asked him his Onslaught," which is the ruling
opinion of South Africa’s Nationalist Party term that refers
premier war correspondent A1 to the perceived threat South
Venter. Smith’s expression Africa faces from blacks on all
turned to disgust and he said sides-- including the inside.
curtly, "No comment."

My request for an inter-
view had been on such short
notice that Smith had only
been able to give me forty-
five minutes. So, after the

So, even at the Post Office, you
have to vait for an escort before
you are allowed up to the eighth
floor international exchange.
You are never left alone while
waiting for your call, and you

interview was finished, I can’t leave until there is a
spent some time in the 0bserv- postal employee (usually bored
er’s office reading through looking Afrikaner) available to
back issuers. The paper is take you back to the elevator.
about two years old, which Personally, I always felt kind
attests to the tenacity of of sorry for them. Those poor
Smith and his small staff. It people at the Post Office don’t
also has managed to keep its hardly get a chance to get any
bite and its advertisers while work done, what with all that
trying to survive, hopping up and down to escort

I asked a dozen or so potential terrorists to the
people I met in Windhoek for phone.
their opinion of Hans Smith, Getting back to Windhoek...
and most thought that "Mad I was shown into an office with
Hans" was a fanatic. However, numerous maps mounted on sliding
they called him that affect- boards. All of them were covered
ionately, and all praised the except for one which I recognized
paper--usually while chuckling as the same I had been shown in
and shaking their heads, the law office. The For-General-

My next interview had taken Consumption, "where inna namea
a few days to arrange. It was sam am I? tactical map of South
to be with the chief of mill- West Africa slash Namibia." (Per-
tary intelligence for the en- sonal aside: Can you imagine
tire SWA/Namibian operational being a North Eastern United
area. The procedure for States/American from New York?
visiting this part of the SADF Would make for awfully tedious
headquarters was a bit more introductions. I think that’s
involved than when I wanted why the Contact Group is taking
to drop in on my acquaintances so long to work things out up
in the legal section, here. Even their name is too

Besides the usual form to long; Western Five Contact Group
fill out about who you are, for SWA/Namibia. )
and who you want to see, there
was a visitor’s plastic I.D.
to be worn on the lapel, and
an escort to be tolerated at
your si de.

When! I thought about it
though, remembered that you

The Chief of Military
Intelligence was a colonel who
asked me not to publish his
name for security reasons.
Colonel Name-Omitted-At-His-
Request.

So, after I had ra.ched my
have to go through almost as interviewee, well, you know who,
much just to make an overseas I promptly asked him if I could
call from the Johannesburg tape our conversation. I was
Post Office. politely asked not to tape the
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Polite local police oun..SADF soldier feared Border Police

interview.
So, after doing all of this was researching Bophuthatswana,

work to arrange an interview I wanted to know whether or not
of this importance I asked if the new "independent state’s"
I might take notes. I was proximity to Botswana would
politely asked not to take notes create the same sort of border
although there might be a few difficulties as in SWNamibia?
things he might not mind me Colonel B didn’t think Bophu-
writing down. Thank you. Would thatswana would have an insurgent
the Colonel like me to close movement like up in SWA. He was
my eyes as well? not specific and only spoke of

Colonel B (for blank, the differences in terrain as
although no reflection on him) being the major defense against
then proceeded to give me a guerrillas in those areas. In
well organized, exhaustive light of his reticence towards
hour and a half briefing on the speaking about a border conflict
current military situation in outside of SWA/Namibia and
SWA/Namibia. It included mor particularly in Bophuthatswana,
maps and even colored charts I think I should include some
projected on the wall that possible reasons for his response.
reduced the war to workable The SADF has managed to
numbers and lines. I had had contain the guerrilla war in SWA/
enough of the facts aad figures Namibia largely because the
by the time we got to the conflict has been kept within
colored charts, but when I tried known land boundaries. Even
to move on to my own questions, there, Colonel B admitted they
he said, "just let me show you don’t have ehough troops to
these graphs." constantly cover the entire

I finally did get to ask border and they must depend
him a few o.f the questions I heavily on their ability to trans-
had prepare.d for what I thought port troops quickly to trouble
was going to b an interview spots. Therefore, the prospect
of him, not a briefing o me. of having to seriously defend

I told him that because I South Africa’s long borders
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Weaoons cs..ot.ured from SWAP0 by South Africa (1.to r.) AK-47 rifles;
122MM rockets..; a.nd Aeric_ renades with Russian.writing on cra.tes.
with" Botswana i s unpleasant at
best, an impossible nightmare
at worst. Even though South
Africa maintains a peaceful
relationship with Botswana,
some of the possible insurgent
threat comes from a situation
which neither South Africa nor
Botswana (if it wanted to)
could control easily.

That is, quite simply, the
existence of the majori.ty of
Batswana (Tswana people) in
Bphuthatswana. The Tswana
are the indiginous people of
Botswana who find themselves in
three different countries (Bots-
wana, South Africa, and Bophu-
thatswana) because of the
arbitrary demarcation of land
by colonial powers. If the cur-
rent peaceful state, of relations
were somehow to break down be-
tween Botswana and South Africa,
or even Bophuthatswana and South
Africa, there already exists
one of the most critical elem-
ents in favor of insurgents.
This is .an historical bond
between all of the peoples
on. the different sides of the

borders. This would be a
maor asset for any guerrillas
intent on capturing the popular
support of the local population.
This station could easily
offset to some extent the
logistics and terrain difficult-
ies facing a guerrilla organ-
ization.

I asked the r;olonel, as I
had of the law officers, if he
felt this sort of warfare was
producing a discernable sense
of frustration in the troops.
By this time we had been to-
gether for almost two hours and
he finally began to relax a
bit. (Although he had ordered
coffee for both of us he had
let his get cold rather than
interupt the flow of his
lecture. I appreciated his
professionalism, but I had wish-
ed he had drunk his coffee and
taken the edge off of our
meeting. He inally did drink
it cold. )

He admitted it was a
frustrating sort of war, and
there were some psychological
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problems resulting from it. He
emphasized there was nothing on
a large scale.

In his briefing he had
mad a special point of how
SWAPO was fighting mostly a
political war now. Most of the
acts of violence outside of
laying landmines, was directed
at individuals as a form of
political persuation. After
Operat+/-on Protea in late 98 (a
South African attack into Angola
that the SADF claimed "broke
SWAPO’s back" by the capture of
reputedly large quantities of

the credibility of SADF news
releases are all the more
suspect in the wake of Operation
Protea’s coverage.

I asked the olonel if he
thought South Africa could win
such a war as this, with no front
lines, and no tangible measurements
of success? He answered that
South Africa could win militarily
(althought the war hasn’t been

"won" in seventeen years of
conflict), but that they could
never win politically. I found
this admission astounding, and
realized that he must not have

Incredibly hrsh nd jagged terrain surrounding Windhoek; the
frequent result of several ye.rs of drought

food and materiel), the number remembered what he had said to
of contacts dropped off signif-
i cantIy.

It should be noted that
large numbers of tanks and trucks
were captured and declared to
have belonged to SWAPO. However,
South Africa admitted having had
heavy contact with Angolan for
ces, but never attributed any
of the capture materiel to them.
The public relations support
Pretoria managed to gain for it’s
"Total Onslaught" predictions
must have been considerable.
However, the credibility of the

me at the beginning of the
briefing about SWAPO fighting
a mostly political war.

The other less tangible,
though no less revealing admission
cam at the end of our talk. I
was telling him something about
my family. I mentioned I had
three uncles who fought in
Vietnam, and one had been a
Cobra pilot. (A Cobra is a
helicopter gunship that has no
room for passengers or even cargo.
During the Vietnam war it carried
only machinegnns, cannons, and
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rockets to be used against
people.) The colonel’s eyes
lit up and one of the only
smiles of the entire interview
came to his face. "We certainly
wouldn’t mind if you wanted to
send us a few Cobras."

In the context of the briel
ing, where South Africa’s mili
tary self-sufficiency in arms
was touted by the colonel ("the
arms embargo actually worked
for us because we now produce
all of what we need"), I found
is responseincongruous. (Maybe

could see he had thought about
the topic since the last time
we had talked. Because he was
a lawyer, he felt he should be
able to offer a coherent argument
in favor of South Africa’s laws
and the need to defend them

-militarily. Michael was a sens-
itive, religious, and honest
person, and you could see the
conflict in his face as we
talked.

After breakfast we decided
to meet later in the day, mainly
because I had never seen a

Herero women sel!in dolls in Windhoek; two Namibian mothers
showing gret interest in those things they’re not supoosed to lke.

something akin to: We’re all
doing quite well out here in
the rain. Actually we invented
a very effective waterpoofing
for our clothes. What’s that
again? Did you say you’ve got
s ome umbrellas? .’ .’ )

One of the last days I
spent in Windhoek I met my
young SADF officer acquaintance
?ichael fbr breakfast and we
talked again about the morality
of some of South Africa’s laws

It was an issue that bothe
ed him deeply. Although he
couldn’t put his hand on a
truly dfensible response, I

cricket match. So, in the afternoon
we got together and went to see
Rick umpire a local game. I
suppose I had to learn about
cricket at some point, but
within a half an hour I was
completely bored. Fortunately
Michael was no great sports
spectator either, so we took a
walk around the other fields
and adjoing stadium.

There some men setting up
a PA system in the stadium, and
when we climbed the bleachers
to talk with them we found they
-were preparing for a political
rally. They were very friendly
and explained that it was an
HNP (Hersigte NasionalePar-ty-)
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but the the biggest ,attraction to respond. Adding to this, the
would be Eugene TerBlanche
leader of the Afrikaner Wer-
stndsbeweging. (The AWB is
a militant Afrikaner organis-
ation that vows to "resist
with violence" any attempts to
draw coloured people into the
government.") I asked if the
rally was for both black and
white people, and the men
cheerfully assured me it was
just for white people. "Oh
good," I said and Michael and
I continued with our walk.

We walked along the fence
by the edge of the field and
unsuccessfully looked for an
eit. Whewe realized we
couldn’t get out that we

fact that the men looked like
they wanted to hit us, and
appeared so terribly angry, Michael
became coletely flustered.

I told the older man that
if he had anything to say to us
to speak English, because I was an
American. He told me "shut up
and stay out of this," in English,
and returned to his tirade at
Michael. I could understand
enough of the Afrikaans and
gestures so that I knew he
thought we had been "casing"
the stadium. I could also tell
he was a classic "hothead" because
he asked the same questions over
and over again. It was as if he
co..uldn’t me hain angry and

Terre’Bls.nche on left, bored compstriot on right; oolitical
,fervor in W+/-ndhoek, signa for a DTA meeting with Dirk Nudge

turned around and ,ere met by
two very angry looking white
men. We hadn’t seen them before
and they surprised us. One of
them was in his fifties, had
a tense, craggly face, and the
other was probably our age and
huge.

The older man immediately
began asking Michael questions
in Afrikaans. Michael, who was
not in uniform, and who by his
own admission doesn’t speak
Afrikaans very well tried to
respond to him. However, the
older man fired the questions
at him so fast there was no tim

thinking of new questions at the
same time.

While the old man kept at
Michael, who was looking more
and more beleaguered, the big
fellow looked me up and down. He
looked like it was a bit of an
effort to try and stay angry
looking for so long without any
real reason. So I smiled at him.
(Do you remember the toothy grin
and little wave Charlie Chaplin
always gave right before the roof
or whatever would come crashing
in on him?) Well..., that day
was my lucky one and believe it
or not the guy actually softened
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a bi. I wou.dn’t go so far as
to say he smiled back, but I
knowa .basically nice guy when
Z see one. Personally, I think
the big fellow thought the old
man was making a fool out of
himself. Unfortunately, Mich-
ael wasn the position to be
that objective, and when they
finally let us go he was shak-
ing.

Michael was genuinely up-
set by the experience and said,
"they have no right to do that."
Sure, even I knew that if he
had remembered he was an army
officer, and in the legal branc
also, he could have told the two
goons what they could do with
their questions. However, for
him to have had this experience
so soon after our discussion
that morning was something too
good to be true. (In all air-
ness to Michael though, we were
alone in that s.dium, and that
one man vas big. )

Wheh"we got back to the
cricket fieldand told Rick of
our experience he laughed with
delight and none to gently

"see.’ Seejeered at Michael,
what they can do if they want?
How does it feel, huh? Not too
great, huh?"

I didn’t think Michael
deserved any more abuse, so I
gave him a ride back to camp.
I.returned to the motel to get
ready for the evening’s meet-
ing with one of the only black
journalists in SWA/Namibia.

I had met Uapi (pron:Wap-
pe) at the press club earlier
in the week. He stuck out be-
cause he was the only black
face in there, and he immediate-
ly stuck iin my mind because he
was increldibly friendly. The
funny thing was he later con-
fessed hel had thought I was
somebody else he knew. (Yes,
even some of us are as ad as
they are in telling who we are
in the midst of them.)
KBP-4, November 1 981

We met for a drink at the
Kalahari Sands Hotel, and much to
my delight he brought his wife.
I say delight because visible in
that one black couple was the
epitome of the struggles and
growing pains of an emerging,
modern Afri ca.

Uapi was an intellectual. He
was very well educated, and had
been a political prisoner in Zaire
when he had gone to study there.
He was very well informed on
world affairs, and in my opinion,
appeared to be one of Namibia’s
future black leaders.

His wife was almost ten years
his junior and according to Uapi,
just a plain village girl. I
could certainly believe that. I
have never seen anybody so pain-
fully shy and dependent on her
husband, and yet so charming in her
own right. The two of them
together were both contradictory
and complimentary; he so urbane
and she so sheltered. What was
beautiful though was how
immediately and totally he
could switch from cool, analytical
Uapi the radio journalist to
Uapi the amazingly sensitive
Namibian husband, communicating
as much by gesture as word.

We talked for a few hours
and then I excused myself to go to
the HNP rally back at the
stadium. Uapi wouldn’t believe
I was going there. Apparently
the HNP and particularly Terre’
Blanche’s Afrikaner Weerstandsbe-
eging are equivalent to the
Ku Klux Klan, American Nazi Party
and Hell’s Angels rolled into
one. Terre ’Blanche actually has
a motorcycle gang that accompanies
him to rallies down in the
Republic. (I had checked already
and found out they hadn’t driven
all the way up to Windhoek for this
rally.)

Uapi was really worried about
me and offered to lend-me a pistol
to protect myself. "I wouldn’t go
in there without a gun, Kendal,"
he said with great concern in his
voice. "Those people ae crazy."



My visit to Windhoek coincided with the SADF’s s,rsding of its
first com.oletely multi-r.cial military unit. Whites, coloureds,
nd bls.cks were trs..ined together for the first time. It shold be
note thst most of the nonwhites were from SA/Nsmibis, no the
Re.oublic. The high unem.oloyment is considered a strong f,ctor in
the aper.nc of nonwhites in t-e SADF.

I thanked him and declined the
offer with the explanation
that I thought I would probably
be quite outgunned anyway. I’d
depend on the old silver tongue
if trouble arose. Aren’t I
brave?

I drove to the 1oodlit
stadium and parked as far
away from the entrance as I
could. (Well, no point being
cavalier about it either.) I
was wearing a jacket and tie
and carrying a camerabag. I
hoped I would appear of as
indeterminate a race as I had
to the technicians that after-
noon. I flashed my ICWA I.D.
card at the policeman at the
gate and asked as disinterest-
edly as I could manage where
the press table was located.
He pointed down the hallway

field, and then felt the strange
sensation that I was being watched.
When I turned around there were
aproximately a thousand white
people in the stands above me
looking directly at the person
arriving in the middle of their
rally.

The speakers’ p0dium was on
the bottom step of the stands.
Eugene Terre ’Blanche was speaking
at the time, or ranting and rav-
ing like a mad dog to be precise,
but I still managed to capture the
attention of his audience for my
entrance.

It was an uncomfortable
few moments to be sure. But, I
pulled out my notebook and began
writing. This of course, was mere
nervous gesture seeing how Terre’
Blanche was speaking in Afrikaans
However, I thought it looked good

running underneath the concrete
grandstand. "Turn left at the
opning, the press tables
are right in front." As I
walked down the brightly lit
hallway I saw only a few more
policemen and the people
operating the PA system and
taperecorders.

I turned left at the
opening, walked out to the
tables set on the playing
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and it gave me a reason to stare
at my hands.

I couldn’t understand what
Terre’Blanch was saying except for
Swart (black) and Jood (Jew) which
he said often before banging his
fist on the podium. A white
reporter for the South African
Press Association(SAPA) leaned over
to me and said, "you don’t know
what you’re missing." I said, ’I
can guess," and she smi-led and/



The or.de ws taken seriously by the oarticioants; black vets

shook her head sadly. Afrikaans declared that only fifteen SADF
sounds very German to the soldiers had died during the
untrained ear (mine). So,
listening to this man shout,
scream, whisper, and bellow,
while at the same time shaking
his head, pounding his fists,
and pointing in all directions,
I c0uldn’t help thinking of
those films of Hitler they used
to show us in high school. This
man was totally beserk.

I left Windhoek a day
later. On the trip back to
Johannesburg only two things
of interest occurred. I picked
Up a wounded "cloured" soldier
who was hitch-hiking, and I
was refused service in a rest-
aurant for the first time be-
cause I was"coloured."

The "coloured" soldierwas in one of the all "colour-
ed" battalions on Operation
Protea up in Angola. He had
been eating dinner when he was
shot through the arm. He made
a point of telling me it was
a big bullet, from an AK-7,
and of peeling back the band-
ages so I could see the wound.
He also told me that his unit
had suffered fifteen killed
and "many more" wounded. The
South African press had

entire operation, which had
involved quite a few more men
than one battalion.

My first encounter with
strict apartheid was in a
small town still in the
Cape Province. I walked into
what we would call a corner
store but which is referred to
as a cafe here in South Africa.
The store carried mostly dry
goods, but it did have a few
gritty looking tables in one
corner. Since there was no one
sitting at any of them I went
up to the counter and asked
if they were serving at the
tables. A tall white man who
had been working on something
that had left his hands black
with grease came out and
said, "that depends."

"Depends on what?" I asked.
He looked at my face care-

fully and then asked, "are you
coloured?"

I took out my passport and
slammed it on the counter. "I’m

" I said and smiled.Ameri can,
He looked at my passport

and said something I still
"No you’vedon t understand,

been to Bophuthatswana. You
can’t eat in here. But I can
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sell you take-aways."
"Is that the law here,

or is that your personal decis-
ion? I asked, now grinning
becahse this was my first
encounter of this sort and it
was actually kind of unny.

" he said"My deci si on,
looking a little puzzled at
the pleasure I seemed to be
getting from this.

"Oh okays," andI said,
offered him my hand. He looked
at the grease on his hand and
then looked at mine as if he
expected me to pull it away.
But when I continued to leave
it extended towards him he
finally smiled awkwardly and
shook my hand. I felt a
little bit bad as I left because
I had been laughing very much
at him, and not with him.

Then I walked down the
street and into another cafe
where I was served a nice lunch
before heading off to Johannes-
burg again.

(Kendal B.ice
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Army bid
to re duce
soldiet
road toll
With road crashes ldll-
tng far more national
servicemen than t h e
bush war, the army has
lune_dd, a Stringe
road safely campaign.

Last y.ear’ 116 ser-
vicemen di.ed in road
crashes while 29 were
killed in action, the
Minister of Deqencd,
General Malan, announ,
"ced in Parliamen earli,
er this year.
$ e v e n servicemen

..r: ]lled the
roa’{I$ I,tt Weekend..
Latest victim W a s a
natia! sell.man
who was run down on
the Ben Sehoeman
HighWay at about 7 pm
yesterday. H s body
was foun,d next to the
highway near the Ger-
mist0n turn-off. I is
believed he was hitch.
hiking. Halfway Hohse
police later arrested a
man who is expected to
appear in court tomor-
row. The name of the
serviceman cannot be
tel,eased as his next-of-
kin have, not y been
infqrmed.
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